LESSON TWO

SEVEN = REST
•Some scholars propose that the Book of
Revelation is structurally organized into
seven large blocks of material (in
addition to the book's introduction and
conclusion).

SEVEN = REST

SEVEN = REST

•After the initial block of seven letters,
three more blocks are explicitly
numbered (7 seals, 7 trumpets, 7
bowls/plagues), while three others are
only implicit (so scholars debate the
exact divisions).

•In the Book of Revelation there
are series of “sevens.”
•Thirty-one times “seven” occurs
in Revelation.

SEVEN = REST

SEVEN = REST

•Seven Beatitudes - 1:3; 14:13;
16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7,14
•Seven Churches (Rev. 1:4, 11, 20)
•Seven Spirits (Rev. 1:4; 3:1; 4:5; 5:6)
•Seven Golden Lampstands (Rev.
1:12, 20; 2:1)

•Seven Stars (1:16, 20; 2:1)
•Seven-fold praise (5:12; 7:12)
• The lamb receives seven-fold praise from myriads of angels: "Worthy is the Lamb
that was slaughtered to receive power and wealth and wisdom and might and
honor and glory and blessing!" (5:12).
• A little later, the four living creatures also worship God with seven-fold praise,
singing, "Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving and honor
and power and might be to our God forever and ever! Amen." (7:12).

•Seven Seals (5:1, 5; 6:1)

SEVEN = REST

SEVEN = REST

•When the sixth seal is opened, seven groups of
people flee: "Then the kings of the earth and the
magnates and the generals and the rich and the
powerful, and all slaves and free people, hid in
the caves and among the rocks of the
mountains..." (6:15)

•Seven Angels (8:2, 6; 15:1, 6, 7, 8;
16:1; 17:1; 21:9)
•Seven Trumpets (8:2, 6)
•Seven peals of thunder (10:3, 4)
•Seven thousand people were killed
(Rev. 11:13)

• In contrast, other texts list evil people in groups of different sizes,
ranging from four to eight or more (cf. 13:16; 18:17; 19:18; 21:8;
22:15).
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SEVEN = REST

SEVEN = REST

•[Red Dragon] Seven heads /
Diadems (Rev. 12:3; 13:1; 17:3, 7, 9)
•Seven Plagues (15:1, 6, 8; 21:9)
•Seven Golden Bowls (15:7; 16:1;
17:1; 21:9)
•Seven Kings (17:10)

•The Beast / One of the Seven
(17:11)

SEVEN = REST

SEVEN = REST

•The Seven Trumpets in Revelation.
•From the first of the year to The Feast of
Trumpets there are six months. On the
new moon in each month a trumpet is
blown. The last Trumpet in the seventh
month inaugurates the Feast of
Trumpets and is the “Last Trump.”

•The time period between Pentecost and The
Feast of Trumpets is described by the
Churches, Seals, Trumpets, and Bowls.
•The 7th Church, the 7th Seal, the 7th Trumpet,
and the 7th Bowl all speak to the Return of
Jesus and the finishing of God’s Story.

SEVEN IN REV.

SEVEN IN REV.

•Moreover, some scholars propose that
the Book of Revelation is structurally
organized into seven large blocks of
material (in addition to the book's
introduction and conclusion). After the
initial block of seven letters, . . .

•. . . three more blocks are explicitly
numbered (7 seals, 7 trumpets, 7
bowls/plagues), while three others are
only implicit (so scholars debate the
exact divisions).

APPROACH

OLD TESTAMENT

•The Book of Revelation tells the Biblical
Story [OT] from seven different angles
[the 7 cycles]. 68% of the material is
from the Old Testament.
•In general, Jesus is the bookend to each
cycle.

•There are over five hundred references
to the Old Testament in the Book of
Revelation.
• http://johnsnotes.com/documents/OldTestamentReferencesintheBookofRevelation.pdf
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OLD TESTAMENT

OLD TESTAMENT

•Of the 404 verses in the book of
Revelation, seemingly 278 of them
make some allusion to the Old
Testament. That is 68.8% of the verses!
And some of these verses contain two,
or even three, allusions to the Old
Testament.

•There are many similarities between
Revelation and the Old Testament. In
fact, of the 39 Old Testament books, one
writer has found that Revelation alludes
to 24 of them.

• https://www.apologeticspress.org/apcontent.aspx?category=11&article=886

CHAP DIVISION
• Prologue
• 1st Cycle
• 2nd Cycle
• 3rd Cycle
• 4th Cycle
• 5th Cycle
• 6th Cycle
• 7th Cycle
• Epilogue

1:1-8 [The 1st of Seven Beatitudes {1:3}]
The Seven Churches of Asia Minor 1:9-3:22
The Book with Seven Seals 4:1-8:1
Seven Angels with Seven Trumpets 8:2-11:19
Seven Signs / Seven Symbolic Histories 12:1-14:20
Seven Bowls of Wrath from the Temple 15:1-16:21
Seven Stages in the Fall of Babylon 17:1-19:8
Seven Sights 19:9-22:5
22:6-21 [The 7th of Seven Beatitudes {22:14}]

“THE LAST DAYS”
•The New Testament writers always saw
themselves in the last days. It began at
Pentecost and ends with the Second
Coming.
•Acts 2:17; 2 Tim. 3:1; James 5:3; 2 Pet.
3:3
• The book is written in seven
sections, each of which run parallel
to one another. Each part covers
the same time period from the first
to the second coming of the Lord
Jesus Christ. At the same time,
each has a different focus and level
of detail. Additionally, they are
arranged in an ascending climatic
order. A way of comprehending this
is to visualize a seven transparent
floor-plans, stacked together.
http://www.truthistheword.com/the-structure-of-the-book-of-revelation/
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READING REV

READING REV

•Mark Revelation in your Bible with
these seven parts and then read
through the whole book bearing in
mind that each time you start a new
part you are returning to the period
of Christ’s first coming.

•Thus, we read Revelation beginning
with His 1st Coming and ending with
His 2nd Coming.
•Each cycle repeats this history from
a different vantage point.

• http://www.truthistheword.com/the-structure-of-the-book-of-revelation/

OUTLINE

SAME THING /
DIFFERENT
PERSPECTIVES
A. Introduction: apocalypse, epistle, prophecy (1:1-3, 4-8, 9-20)
B. Vision: the saints on earth (chs. 2-3)
C. The Heavenly Sanhedrin Convened for Judgment and Enthronement (chs. 4-5)
D. Seven Seals (6:1-8:1)
E. Seven Trumpets (8:2-9:21)
F. Theophany: the Lord's messenger descending to sea and land (ch 10)
G. War against the Saints on Earth (ch. 11)
G' War against the Dragon in Heaven (ch.12)
F' Counter-Theophany: Yamm's [god of the sea] two messengers ascending
from sea to land (ch. 13)
E' Unnumbered Series of Seven Proclamations (ch. 14)
D' Seven Bowls (chs. 15-16)
C' The Heavenly Sanhedrin Convened for Judgment and the Messianic Reign
(chs. 17-20; cf 20:4-15)
B' Vision: the saints in heaven (21:1-22:5)
A' Conclusion: apocalypse, epistle, prophecy (22:6-0, 10-20, 21)

CHIASM IN REV.

THE BIG PICTURE

•Chiastic structure is a literary technique
in narrative motifs and other textual
passages. An example of chiastic
structure would be two ideas, A and B,
together with variants A' and B', being
presented as A,B,B',A'.

•The Seed of the Serpent rages against
the Seed of the Woman.
•Jesus will come again.
•Jesus will judge the quick and the dead.
•Jesus will take us back to the Garden.
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How many “sevens” in Revelation?
January 17, 2012
https://creationconcept.wordpress.com/2012/01/17/how-many-sevens-in-revelation/
The author of the book of Revelation has grouped many things into sevens. But how many times does
the number “seven” occur? By counting links in the table below, and ignoring repeated sevens of things
in the same verse, the number obtained is seven times seven, or 49.
Explicit sevens

References

churches

1:4; 1:11; 1:20 (2)

spirits

1:4; 3:1; 4:5; 5:6

candlesticks

1:12; 1:13; 1:20 (2); 2:1

stars

1:16; 1:20 (2); 2:1; 3:1

lamps

4:5

seals

5:1; 5:5

horns

5:6

eyes

5:6

angels

8:2; 8:6; 15:1; 15:6; 15:7; 15:8; 16:1; 17:1; 21:9

trumpets

8:2; 8:6

thunders

10:3; 10:4 (2)

thousand men

11:13

heads

12:3; 13:1; 17:3; 17:7; 17:9

crowns

12:3

plagues

15:1; 15:6; 15:8; 21:9

vials

15:7; 17:1; 21:9

mountains

17:9

kings

17:10

Other things are given in sevens, although not explicitly. For example, there are seven “beatitudes.” The
word “earthquake” occurs seven times. More examples are listed by David Field. [1] The table below
lists seven references to God’s prophets, seven references to earthquakes, references to seven beatitudes,
candlesticks, references to Christ’s sword, sharp, Christ’s blood, Christ’s name, the book of life,
prophecy, “this book,” judgment, kingdom, “right hand,” the saints, God Almighty, day and night, the
bottomless pit, and heavenly voices in chapter 14. Seven times Jesus says he will “come quickly.”
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Implicit sevens

References

God’s prophets

10:7; 11:18; 16:6; 18:20; 18:24; 22:6; 22:9

“earthquake”

6:12; 8:5; 11:13 (2); 11:19; 16:18 (2)

“blessed”

1:3; 14:13; 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7; 22:14

Christ’s sword

1:16; 2:12; 2:16; 13:10; 19:15; 19:21 (2)

“sharp”

1:16; 2:12; 14:14; 14:17; 14:18 (2); 19:15

candlestick

1:12; 1:13; 1:20 (2); 2:1; 2:5; 11:4

Christ’s blood

1:5; 5:6; 5:9; 5:12; 7:14; 12:11; 13:8

Christ’s name

2:13; 3:8; 3:12; 13:6; 15:4; 16:9; 19:12

the book of life

3:5; 13:8; 17:8; 20:12; 20:15; 21:27; 22:19

prophecy

1:3; 11:6; 19:10; 22:7; 22:10; 22:18; 22:19

“this book”

22:7; 22:9; 22:10; 22:18 (2); 22:19 (2)

judgment

14:7; 15:4; 16:7; 17:1; 18:10; 19:2; 20:4

kingdom

1:9; 11:15 (2); 12:10; 16:10; 17:12; 17:17

“right hand”

1:16; 1:17; 1:20; 2:1; 5:1; 5:7; 13:16

the saints

8:4; 11:18; 13:7; 13:10; 14:12; 17:6; 20:9

God Almighty

4:8; 11:17; 15:3; 16:7; 16:14; 19:15; 21:22

day, night

4:8; 7:15; 8:12; 12:10; 14:11; 20:10; 21:25

voices

14:2 (2); 14:6; 14:7; 14:8; 14:13; 14:18

the bottomless pit 9:1; 9:2; 9:11; 11:7; 17:8; 20:1; 20:3
come quickly

2:5; 2:16; 3:11; 11:14; 22:7; 22:12; 22:20

Jesus lives

1:18 (2); 4:9; 4:10; 5:14; 10:6; 15:7

“He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches” occurs seven times, in: 2:7;
2:11; 2:17; 2:29; 3:6; 3:13; 3:22.

References
1. David Field. The Seven Blessings of the Book of Revelation.
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Seven and the Book of Revelation - Revelation 1:4
http://thirdmill.org/studybible/note.asp/id/40738
Each of these cycles leads to a description of the Second Coming. The climax is a picture of the
New Jerusalem followed by the Second Coming (Rev. 21:1 ff).
Each of the seven cycles picture the same spiritual war, but from different vantage points.
Imagine seven people each standing upon separate hills (Aventine Hill; Caelian Hill;
Capitoline Hill; Esquiline Hill; Palatine Hill; Quirinal Hill; and Viminal Hill) watching and
describing the destruction of Rome in 70 A.D.
Theologically we call this the "recapitulation theory" or "progressive parallelism." See
"Recapitulation Charts" below. This basically describes the way that some of prophetic
literature repeats the same thing over and over again, sometimes building on previous
imagery or at other times using differing imagery. Think of a high-tide; where one wave after
another covers the same area, but gradually they reach their highest point. Each wave builds
upon the other - but all are part of the same high-tide.
Another visual example may assist us here. When a homicide detective takes witness
statements of person's who witnessed the "same crime;" they each describe it from their
different vantage points. So, though they saw the same crime, they each observed it through
different eyes. They would describe some things that were similar and other things that were
different. In addition, the witnesses had different backgrounds, so they would emphasize
different things they observed based upon their assorted various experiences. One of the jobs
of the homicide detective is to put all these accounts together and identify their patterns and
flow. In this way he progressively comes closer to a "fuller" picture of what transpired.
The same is true for the reader of the Book of Revelation. By looking at the various, but
related, visions in the Book of Revelation (each using various sections of the Old Testament =
witnesses], we observe a fuller picture of the whole.
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